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DATE: May 17, 2021
TO: The Honorable Gavin Newsome, Governor of California
FROM: Brandon Sepulveda
SUBJECT: Policy Proposal for Increasing Starting Teacher Pay
Purpose and Structure
The purpose of this memorandum is to propose an increase in starting teacher pay in the state of
California. The goal is to attract higher qualified teachers into the profession and thus increase
student achievement. The memorandum structure describes how California teachers’ are paid,
the effects the policy could have on student achievement, and an overview of how schools are
funded. The proposed policies to fund the increase in starting teacher pay are as follows:
(1) Corporate Income Tax Reform
(2) Create a tax on services
California Teacher Pay
The California statewide average for starting teacher annual salary in unified school districts is
$44,318. At minimum, California teachers must have a bachelor’s degree from an accredited
university and complete a teacher education program approved by the Commission on Teacher
Credentialing. Typically, California school districts use a “step and ladder” schedule when it
comes to determining teachers’ salaries. Steps refer to the incremental raises you get year over
year. Teachers eventually reach a maximum number of steps, and usually stop receiving raises
after many years on the job. California teacher salary is also largely determined by where
teachers are located. School districts in higher cost of living areas have higher salaries. The
largest factor in local cost of living is the cost of rent, which varies considerably in different parts
of the state. Consequently, compensation for teachers with similar credentials and experience can
vary widely depending on their region and school district. Over the long-term, average teacher
pay has risen, even when adjusting for basic measures of inflation. However, since 1980, teacher
pay in America has lagged behind comparable employment. That is jobs with comparable
requirements and education have had larger increases in pay. This has created a teacher wage gap
in America that has been expanding for years. National data shows that in terms of weekly
wages, teacher pay has trailed comparable work by 21.4%. When including the value of
benefits, the annualized total compensation gap reached a record 13.1%.
Effects of Increasing Teacher Pay on Student Achievement
The goal of the policy is to increase student achievement by increasing beginning teacher pay to
attract and hire more qualified teachers into the profession. In the most recent National
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Assessment of Educational Progress administered in 2019, California students scored 40th in 4th
grade reading and 44th in 4th grade math. Scores for math and reading in 8th grade we marginally
better. It is clear that when compared to other states, California's students are behind. Early
studies of teacher pay have attempted to determine whether and how student achievement was
impacted by teacher salaries. A 2010 working paper from the National Center for the Analysis of
Longitudinal Data in Education Research showed schools can leverage higher salaries to attract
teachers with the strongest qualifications. The study examined data from North Carolina public
schools between 1995 and 2004 and found that offering better pay improves a school’s chance of
hiring teachers who earned high scores on their teacher certification exams. Further, Linda
Darling Hammond argued that states interested in improving student achievement may want to
concentrate, on the qualifications of the teachers they hire. It is likely that student learning is
enhanced by the efforts of teachers who are more knowledgeable in their field and are skillful at
teaching. Her research indicated that the effects of well-qualified teachers on student
achievement can be stronger than the influences of student background factors, such as poverty,
language background, and minority status. And while smaller class sizes appear to contribute to
student learning, particularly in fields like elementary reading, the gains occasioned by smaller
classes are most likely to be realized, as they were in the Tennessee experiment, when they are
accompanied by the hiring of well-qualified teachers. The next question to these findings is if
teachers who score higher on certification exams or are more prepared perform better as
teachers. A study by Eric Hanushek finds that an increase in teacher cognitive skills of one
standard deviation is associated with an increase in student performance of as much as 15
percent of a standard deviation in the PISA test. This solidifies the argument that by attracting
smarter teachers through higher starting salaries the State of California can improve educational
outcomes.
California School Funding Overview
In 2018–19, California public schools received a total of $97.2 billion in funding from three
sources: the state (58%), property taxes and other local sources (32%), and the federal
government (9%). For most of California’s history, school finance was a local concern where
districts financed their operations with local property tax revenue supported by small amounts of
state and federal funding. However, because property values and tax rates varied across the state,
this created large differences in per pupil funding across districts. In 1971, the California
Supreme Court ruled the system unconstitutional and ordered the state to equalize district
funding. After Proposition 13 reduced the local property tax revenues available to schools, the
state became the primary funder of K–12 education. In 1988, voters approved Proposition 98,
which requires the state to dedicate a minimum of roughly 40% of its General Fund to K–14
education each year. In 2013, California implemented the Local Control Funding Formula,
shifting from a complex system with more than 50 funding categories to a multi-tiered formula
that directs extra funding to economically disadvantaged, English Learner, or foster youth
students. However, the goal of the Local Control Funding Formula was not increasing funding
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for education but a more equitable allocation to struggling districts. After falling during the Great
Recession, per pupil funding for education has increased by more than 23% over the past five
years. Nevertheless, California’s per pupil spending remains lower than the national average
through 2015, per pupil spending statewide of $10,786 was almost 13% below the average level
of spending in the rest of the nation at $12,346.
Recommended Reforms
Several issues need to be addressed to improve educational outcomes in California. The main
issue is that local property taxes cannot be used as an adequate source for school funding. To
compensate the state legislature raised state income tax rates but California still commits
relatively little of its economic wealth toward education compared to other states and the cost of
supplying education is incredibly high in the state. Personal income tax is the largest state
revenue source, with most of that revenue coming from taxes on wages and salaries. Personal
income tax also includes taxes on capital gains, business income, dividends, and retirement
income. In 2016, 46 percent of personal income tax revenues came from the top 1 percent of
income earners. Personal income tax is also volatile, since high-income earners’ taxes are largely
based on capital gains. This means that fluctuations in the state’s revenues are more pronounced
than fluctuations in the state’s economy. Education funding is heavily reliant on the General
Fund and therefore on personal income tax, state education funds are highly susceptible to
economic fluctuations and vulnerable during a recession. To diversify the revenue base and
guard against economic shocks, the policies proposed focus on increasing taxes on corporations
to increase funding for education.
Corporate Tax Reform
The corporate income tax is a flat tax on the taxable income of any corporation, although the flat
tax rate usually varies depending on the type of corporation. The share of California corporate
income paid in state taxes declined by more than half during the past three decades. In the early
1980s, corporations that reported profits in California paid more than 9.5% of this income in
state corporation taxes. In contrast, corporations paid just 4.2% of their California profits in
corporation taxes in 2017. For 2020 the estimated revenue generated from corporate income tax
is $16 billion, a rather small amount when compared $80 billion generated by the personal
income tax. This indicates potential to reform the corporate income tax to increase its
effectiveness in generating revenues. California has several corporate tax breaks that if ended
could generate new revenue. The most significant is that multistate businesses get a choice
between the three-factor formula, and the “single sales” factor formula for calculating income.
The “single sales” factor looks to the proportion of a business’ sales in California to sales across
the nation. Businesses can choose either method in any given year. This substantially changes the
amount of large multistate corporations are required to pay. Second is the use of operating losses
in which corporations are allowed to carry losses back two years prior to the year the loss
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occurred and apply them against income to receive a refund. It is estimated that by eliminating
these corporate tax breaks revenues would increase by $5.7 billion annually.

Tax on Services
An alternative to an increase in property tax is creation of a tax on services. California’s sales
and use tax generally does not apply to services. A tax on services would apply to transactions
where no transfer of tangible personal property or intangible personal property takes place. There
two relevant arguments in support of a tax on services. First, there has been an increase in the
consumption of nontaxable services relative to the consumption of taxable goods, and this
change has impacted the trend of sales and use taxes collected by the state. California has a huge
market for business services, some estimates place estimate of the taxable base for California
business services at close to $1 trillion. Furthermore, since business services in California are
untaxed economic activity, taxing these services would promote fairness and most likely be
progressive because generally lower income citizens do not utilize services as much as high
income individuals or businesses. Second, the personal income tax has significantly overtaken
the sales and use tax as the most important revenue source for the California state budget, as
stated previously, California education currently relies heavily on income taxes that are not
always stable funding sources. As with any new tax, if implemented there would consequences,
the most significant of which is compounded cost increases caused by pyramiding. Pyramiding is
where the same services are taxed multiple times as they move through production to final retail
sale. A sales tax on business services would result in higher costs and unintended consequences
for consumers, workers, and businesses even if they were not intended targets of the tax. A
report estimated that a 5% sales tax on business services would generate from $10.5 billion in
2019-20 to $27.2 billion in 2024-25. These funds could go towards increasing teachers’ starting
pay.
Conclusion
Increasing teacher pay in California will allow the state to hire more qualified teachers. Quality
of teachers is key in increasing student achievement. If better qualified teachers are entering the
profession because of a more competitive starting salary, then student achievement can increase.
Of the two proposed policies the most feasible is the more frequent reassessment of commercial
property. Historically voters in California have been unwilling to overturn the majority
Proposition 13 but they have been open to reforms. Although the tax on services could generate
substantial revenue for the state, it would most likely face intense opposition from business who
have funds to lobby and run campaigns against it. I recommend the State strongly consider using
more frequent commercial reassessment to raise funds to implement a policy that increases
starting teacher pay.
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